FIQH

Class 9

ṬAHĀRAH
Learning objec1. Learn the meanings of
the terms mutanajjis
and najis al-ʿayn.
2. Understand how najāsah spreads
3. Understand the
meaning of ḥadith and
khabath

Najāsat al-ʿAyn
There are 10 things that are najis by nature. They can’t become ṭāhir
by simply washing them. Some of them can never become ṭāhir no
matter what you do. These 10 things are called najāsat al-ʿayn
(singular: najis al-ʿayn). Examples of najāsat al-ʿayn are urine, stool,
blood, semen, dogs, pigs and intoxicating drinks (e.g. beer and wine).
Apart from the 10 najāsat al-ʿayn, everything else is ṭāhir, unless it
comes into contact with one of the najāsat al-ʿayn and there is some
wetness between them. If a thing that is ṭāhir becomes najis, it is
called mutanajjis. Mutanajjis means "made najis but not najis by its
own nature". Since a thing that is mutanajjis is not one of the ten najāsat al-ʿayn, there is always a way to make it ṭāhir again.
How does najāsah transfer from one object to another?
For a thing to become najis:
P It must come into contact with one of the ten najāsat al-ʿayn.
P There has to be some wetness or dampness between them.
P You must be sure there has been transfer of najāsah. If you are in
doubt, you should assume the thing that was ṭāhir is still ṭāhir.
To be sure that a thing is najis:
P You must have seen it becoming najis yourself.
P The owner tells you it is najis (e.g. a cook tells you the food or pot is
najis).
P Two ʿādil Muslims tell you they know something is najis.
The blood of humans and animals whose blood comes out with a
force is najis al-ʿayn. The blood of animals whose blood does not gush
(like fish and insects) is ṭāhir.
If some blood is seen on clothes and you are not sure whether it is
the blood of an insect or human blood, it is ṭāhir. Remember: For
something to be najis, you have to be sure.

Activity
Discuss in pairs
whether the following
are ṭāhir or najis:
 The washroom floor
 Blood of an insect
 Alcohol in perfume

Food or drink that has been touched by a dog
or a pig is najis and it is ḥarām to eat it. If a
dog licks a pot or container, it should be first
rubbed with clean earth mixed with a little
water and then washed. Then it should be
purified at least twice with running water.

Ḥadath and Khabath

Did you know?

When a ṭāhir object comes in contact with a najis al-ʿayn, it be- When a speck of blood is
comes najis and is called mutanajjis. Mutanajjis things can be di- seen in an egg, the part of
vided into ḥadath and khabath.
the egg where the blood
has not spread is ṭāhir but
A ḥadath najāsah is one that requires a specific niyyah and wuḍūʾ as iḥtiyāṭ wājib, you should
or ghusl to remove it and make it ṭāhir again. The ones that require not eat an egg that has
ghusl are Ḥadath al-Akbar (e.g. janābah or touching a dead body), even a small speck of
and those that require wuḍūʾ only are called Ḥadath al-Asghar blood.
(e.g. sleep, passing wind, going to the toilet).
A khabath najāsah does not require any niyyah, wuḍūʾ or ghusl to
make it ṭāhir again. This is usually a najāsah that is external to the
body such as najis clothes, or najāsah that touches the outside of
your body. You simply wash it away without requiring any wuḍūʾ or
ghusl.
mutanajjis
ḥadath
requires niyyah and
wuḍūʾ or ghusl
ḥadath
al-akbar
requires ghusl

khabath
doesn’t require
niyyah, wuḍūʾ or ghusl

ḥadath
al-asghar
requires wuḍūʾ

Key points

1) Najāsat al-ʿayn are
The niyyah (usually with wuḍūʾ or ghusl) is required for a ḥadath 10 things that are najis by
because it is a form of spiritual uncleanliness that needs to be re- nature and cannot be made
moved to restore spiritual purity.
ṭāhir.
When a person goes to the toilet, they experience both types of
najāsah: khabath and ḥadath. Khabath is the najāsah on the outside of the body (e.g. urine) that must be washed away with water.
The ḥadath najāsah is only removed with wuḍūʾ, which will restore
their spiritual purity and enable them to perform ṣalāh again.

Summary questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are najāsat al-ʿayn? Can you give 5 examples?
What does mutanajjis mean?
How does najāsah transfer from one object to another?
How can we be sure that something is najis?
What is the difference between ḥadath and khabath?

2) When a ṭāhir object
comes in contact with najis
al-ʿayn it becomes najis (it
is called mutanajjis) provided one of them is wet.
3) Mutanajjis are divided
into ḥadath and khabath.
Ḥadath require niyyah and
wuḍūʾ/ghusl. Khabath can
be made ṭāhir without
wuḍūʾ or ghusl.

ṬAHĀRAH (FOR BOYS)
Learning objectives

What is Istibrāʾ?

Understand how to
perform istibrāʾ (for
boys only)

After urinating, some drops of urine remain in the urinary tract (the
tube through which urine comes out of the body). These drops of
urine must be removed to ensure that there is no najāsah left on
the body. The method used for cleaning the urinary tract to ensure
that no urine is left is called Istibrāʾ.
Remember that urine is najis al-ʿayn (it is najis by nature and cannot be made ṭāhir). If you do not clean yourself properly after urinating, your clothes and body will become najis again if any drops
of urine come out after you have washed yourself. If this happens,
your acts of worship such as ṣalāh will not be valid in the state of
najāsah.

How do we perform istibrāʾ?
We should use our left hand to wash ourselves in the washroom.
Any part of the body that becomes najis after urinating it should be
washed and purified first. It is wājib to wash ourselves two times,
and it is better to wash three times.

ِ َّ وأَنْ زلْنا ِمن
ورا
ً اء طَ ُه
ً الس َماء َم
َ ََ َ

and We send down from
the sky purifying water
[25:48]

Thereafter, the part under the root of the urinary organ should be
pressed thrice with the middle finger.
Then the thumb should be placed above the urinary organ and the
index finger should be placed below it and it should be pressed
thrice up to the point of circumcision.
Then, the front portion of the organ should be given three gentle
jerks to ensure any drops of urine remaining inside come out.
And finally the urinary organ must be washed at least twice.

It is mustaḥab, that after a man becomes junūb (after discharge of
semen), he should urinate and perform istibrāʾ first before performing the ghusl of janābah. This will then allow the man to asDo you remember
the Islamic toilet etiquette? sume that any wetness that comes out after the ghusl is ṭāhir and
State two things which are neither urine nor semen. If a person does ghusl without urinating
and without istibrāʾ, they may have to do ghusl again if they see
ḥarām, and two things
any wetness on their clothes later on and are not sure if it is semen
which are makrūh when
or not.
using the toilet.

Activity

Why should we perform istibrāʾ?

Did you know?

After urinating, it is wājib to wash ourselves two times, and it is
better to wash three times.

Most men’s public washrooms have standing urinals. Muslims should not
use urinals. Urinating while
standing is makrūh, and it is
more likely to cause najāsah to fall to one’s body
or clothes. Always sit and
urinate. If it is a public
place, you may have to
wipe the seat and dry it
with some tissue first.

Most public bathrooms (such as schools, restaurants and shopping centres) do not have water containers or taps in the washroom cubicle. You should therefore always carry a cup or a small
bottle that you can fill with water and use to wash yourself after
using the loo. If you do not have a cup or bottle, then you can use
wet tissue to clean yourself and then dry yourself with toilet paper. However, you will have to properly wash yourself with water
when you reach home, and change your underwear before you
are ṭāhir again and can pray ṣalāh.
Istibrāʾ is recommended (mustaḥab) after urinating and not wājib, but it should always be practised.
If a boy does istibrāʾ after urinating and any wetness comes out
from the urinary tract later, and he doesn’t know whether that
wetness is urine or not, then he can assume it is not najāsah and
that his clothes are clean (ṭāhir). This is because he performed
istibrāʾ after urinating.
Similarly, if a person who has performed istibrāʾ finds any wetness on his underwear later, he can assume that the wetness is
not najis, and he does not need to change his clothes.
However if he does not do istibrāʾ, then he would have to assume
that the wetness was urine and he would have to wash himself
again and change his clothes.
There is no equivalent practice to istibrāʾ for women, and any
wetness that comes out after urinating is not considered najis.

Summary questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is istibrāʾ?
Why is it important to perform istibrāʾ after urinating?
Which hand should we use to wash ourselves with in the
washroom?
If we are using a public washroom, what should we keep in
mind?

Key points
1) The method of
cleaning oneself after urinating is called istibrāʾ.
2) It is mustaḥab for boys
to perform istibrāʾ. Girls do
not have to perform it.
3) It is wājib to wash ourselves two times, and it is
better to wash three times
after using the washroom.
4) We can assume that any
wetness coming from the
urinary tract after performing istibrāʾ is not najis.

BULŪGH
Learning
objectives
1.
2.

What is bulūgh?
When do we become bāligh?

What is bulūgh?
As boys and girls grow into men and women, they change physically and
emotionally. The period during which these changes take place is called
puberty (or bulūgh in Arabic).
Boys become bāligh around the age of 13-15 years, depending on when
they see signs of bulūgh in their body. Girls mature earlier, and are considered to be bālighah from the age of 9 years (on their 9th Islamic
birthday).
When a person becomes bāligh(ah), he/she becomes a mukallaf and
must perform all wājib actions such as ṣalāh, ṣawm, ḥajj and so on. A
bāligh(ah) person should therefore make an intention to do taqlīd of a
marjaʿ who he/she will refer to for guidance on Islamic law (fiqh).
There are various physical signs of bulūgh. Some are common to both
boys and girls, like the growth of hair under the armpits and on the navel. Other signs are unique to each gender.

As a girl grows older, her body starts adjusting to becoming a mother
one day. She will experience some bleeding every month. This will occur
repeatedly (as a cycle) every month and is called the menstrual cycle (or
ḥayḍ in Arabic).

Activity
State any 3
ghusl which are wājib
and 3 which are
mustaḥab

Later on, when a girl grows up and gets married and decides to have a
baby, this blood will be needed for the baby’s growth in the mother’s
womb. Until then, the blood comes out from her body.
A girl is said to be bālighah in Islām when she either:
 starts experiencing menstruation (ḥayḍ), or
 she is 9 years old according to the Islamic calendar.

Bulūgh in boys

Did you know?

As a boy starts maturing physically, he experiences growth of hair
under the armpits, a moustache and beard. He is considered bāligh
when any one of these three signs appear in him:
 The body begins to produce and discharge semen. When this
happens, the person is in the state of janābah and must perform
ghusl al-janābah to become ṭāhir.
 Growth of pubic hair on the lower abdomen. (Pubic hair is described as coarse hair. Soft hair is not a sign of bulūgh).
 The boy reaches the age of 15 according to the Islamic calendar.

It is makrūh for a man or
woman to have very long
pubic hair or hair under the
armpits. It is recommended
to shave or at least trim
this hair on a regular basis.

What is ḥarām in the state of janābah?
 Touching writing of the Qurʿān, names of Allāh, the Prophets and
the 14 maʿsūmīn.
O Entering Masjid al-Ḥarām in Makkah or Masjid al-Nabawī in
Madina, even if it is only to pass through them.
 Staying at a masjid or taking anything in or out of the masjid.
However, passing through a masjid without stopping is allowed.
 Reciting any of the four āyāt of Qurʿān for which sajdah is wājib.
What is makrūh in state of janābah?
 Reading more than seven āyāt of the Qurʿān
 Touching the cover/pages of Qurʿān (touching the writing is
ḥarām)
 Dyeing the beard, applying henna or rubbing oil on the body
 Sleeping
 Eating or drinking

Key points
1) The age of bulūgh is
when boys and girls see
physical changes in their
bodies due to puberty.

2) Boys become bāligh
when semen is discharged
from their body, they see
growth of pubic hair or turn
15 according to the Islamic
If a person needs to eat, drink or sleep before doing ghusl, it is rec- calendar.
ommended for them to do wuḍūʾ first.
3) Girls become bālighah
Summary questions
when they start experienc1.
What are the signs of bulūgh in boys?
ing menstruation or turn 9
2.
When does a girl become bālighah?
according to the Islamic
3.
Who is a mukallaf?
calendar.

BULŪGH (FOR GIRLS)
Learning objectives
Rulings regarding
ḥayḍ and istihāḍa

Wājib ghusl for women
There are three types of wājib ghusl specific to women:
 Ghusl of Ḥayḍ: Wājib at the end of the monthly period
 Ghusl of Istihāḍa: Wājib after certain kinds of irregular bleeding
 Ghusl of Nifās: Wājib after the bleeding of childbirth

Ḥayḍ is a woman’s monthly bleeding, also called ‘period’. Most periods last 3 to 5 days but in
some women the bleeding can continue for up to 7-10 days. The average menstrual cycle is 28
days long, but cycles in women can also vary.
The average age for a girl to get her first period is 12, but this does not mean that all girls start at
the same age. A girl can start her period (ḥayḍ) any time from the age of 8.
During the days that a woman has her period, she is not required to pray the daily ṣalāh or to
fast. If she misses wājib fasts in the month of Ramaḍān, she will have to do qaḍāʾ fasts after her
period. The ṣalāh that she misses during her period do not require qaḍāʾ.
After her period is over, a girl must perform ghusl of ḥayḍ with the intention: "I am performing
ghusl of ḥayḍ, wājib qurbatan ilallāh". Thereafter she can start praying and fasting as usual.
3 days < ḥayḍ < 10 days
Women in ḥayḍ are divided in two broad categories:
 Those who have their period regularly every month
 Those who have do not bleed regularly
Those who have a regular period are further divided into three categories:
 Those whose period is regular both in start date and duration of the period (dhāt al-waqt
wa al-ʿadad).
 Those whose period is regular in start date but not in duration (dhāt al-waqt).
 Those whose period is regular in duration but not start date (dhāt al-ʿadad)
Those with irregular periods are also divided into three categories:
 The beginner (mubtadiʾah): the girl who has just started experiencing her period and is
therefore not aware of any regular pattern.
 The fluctuator (muḍṭaribah): the woman whose period varies from occasion to occasion and
follows no regular pattern.
 The forgetful (nāsiyah): the woman who has forgotten the dates or duration of her menses.
Detailed rulings for the above groups can be found on the next lesson, and also in the risāla of
your marjaʿ.

What is makrūh and ḥarām for a woman in ḥayḍ?
What is ḥarām for a woman during ḥayḍ?







Praying ṣalāh of any kind including ṣalāt al-āyāt. She can
however pray ṣalāt al-mayyit because it does not require
wuḍūʾ or ghusl.
Entering any masjid including Masjid al-Ḥarām in Makkah,
Masjid al-Nabawī in Madina, or shrines of any of the
Aʾimmah.
Touching the writings of the Qurʿān.
Reciting any of the four āyāt of Qurʿān for which sajdah is
wājib.

Did you know?
Istihāḍa blood is often yellowish and cool, and comes
out without straining and
burning, unlike the blood
of ḥayḍ that is usually thick,
warm and of black or dark
red colour and comes out
with slight straining and
burning.

What is makrūh for a woman during ḥayḍ?



Keeping a Qur’an with oneself, touching it or reciting from it.
Dying hair

Besides ḥayḍ, a bālighah woman can also experience bleeding
that is not a part of her period or monthly menstrual cycle. This
unexpected irregular (non-period) bleeding is called istihāḍa.
When a woman experiences istihāḍa, she still has to pray and
fast but there are some additional rules for it (such as performing wuḍūʾ or ghusl before every ṣalāh).
Unlike in ḥayḍ, in istihāḍa it is not harām to stay at masājid or to
enter Masjid al-Ḥarām or Masjid al-Nabawī. Likewise, it is permitted to read the āyāt al-sajdah. As for touching the writing of
the Qurʿān, those who have little bleeding should perform wuḍūʾ
and those with heavy bleeding should perform both ghusl and
wuḍūʾ.

Summary questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is ḥayḍ?
State any 3 acts that are harām for a woman in ḥayḍ.
State any 3 acts that are makrūh for a woman in ḥayḍ.
What is istihāḍa?
What is nifās?
How do we perform ghusl for ḥayḍ?

Key points
1) There are 3 types of wājib ghusl only for women (in
addition to other ghusl
which are wājib for both
men and women): ghusl of
ḥayḍ (wājib at the end of
the monthly period), ghusl
of istihāḍa (wājib after certain kinds of irregular
bleeding) and ghusl of nifās
(wājib after the bleeding of
childbirth).
2) The bleeding in ḥayḍ
lasts 3 days or more, but
does not exceed 10 days.

BULŪGH (FOR GIRLS)
Rulings regarding ḥayḍ and istihāḍa
Rules for the woman who has a regular period, both in dates and duration
 Always assume it is ḥayḍ even if bleeding begins 2 or 3 days early or later than the usual date.
 If it is a few days before the regular period, precaution should be taken (by avoiding both what is
harām during ḥayḍ and istihāḍa). If later she is convinced that it was not ḥayḍ (e.g. the bleeding
lasts less than 3 days), the woman should pray qaḍāʾ for the missed prayers.
 If the bleeding exceeds 10 days, only those 10 days which correspond to her regular period are
considered as the days of ḥayḍ. The rest will be considered as istihāḍa.
Rules for the woman who has a fixed start date for Ḥayḍ but no fixed duration
 Assume the bleeding is ḥayḍ even if it starts 2 or 3 days earlier or later than the regular date.
 If the bleeding exceeds more than 10 days, refer to the habit of relatives and use that as a guideline to determine how many days (out of the first ten days) were ḥayḍ and how many were
istihāḍa. Calculate the first day of menses according to the regular date.
 One who does not know about the habit of her relatives should consider the first 7 days after
her regular date as ḥayḍ and the rest as istihāḍa.
Rules for the woman who has a fixed duration of ḥayḍ but no fixed start date
 As long as it is between 3 and 10 days and she has not already experienced ḥayḍ in that month’s
cycle, she should assume her bleeding is ḥayḍ.
 If there is bleeding for more than 10 days, she should count the days which corresponds to her
regular period as ḥayḍ (from the beginning of the bleeding) and the rest as istihāḍa.
Rules for the beginner (mubtadiʾah)
 A girl who is experiencing her menstrual period for the first time and sees blood for more than
ten days should refer to the habit of her relatives in order to determine how many days she
should consider as ḥayḍ. The rest will be considered istihāḍa.
 If the bleeding lasts for less than 10 days, then all of it is ḥayḍ.
 If some of the bleeding has the signs of menses (for instance, the colour of the blood is red), and
then after a few days she has bleeding which has the clear indication of istihāḍa (for instance,
discharge of yellowish blood), she should consider the first as ḥayḍ if it has continued for more
than three days, and the latter as istihāḍa.
 If she has bleeding with the signs of ḥayḍ followed by bleeding with the signs of istihāḍa, and
once again bleeding with signs of ḥayḍ, and the total bleeding that has the signs of ḥayḍ exceeds 10 days, only the first bleeding should be considered as ḥayḍ and the rest as istihāḍa.
Rules for the woman whose duration and dates are irregular (muḍṭaribah)
 If such a woman experiences bleeding for more than 10 days she should refer to the habit of her
relatives and calculate her menstrual period in accordance with it.
 If the habit of her relatives is not known, she should consider the first 7 days after the start of
bleeding as ḥayḍ, and the rest as istihāḍa.
 If the regular period of her relatives is less than 7 days (e.g. 5 days), she should consider her
ḥayḍ period as 5 days, but observe the rules for ḥayḍ for two more days as a precaution.
 If she starts bleeding and thinks it is ḥayḍ, she should not pray or fast and assume it is ḥayḍ. If
the bleeding stops before 3 days and she realizes it was istihāḍa, she must perform qaḍāʾ for
the prayers and fasts missed.

Rules for the woman who forgets about the duration or date of her period (nāsiyah)
 If she experiences bleeding for more than ten days, she should consider that blood which has
the signs of ḥayḍ as menses and the rest as istihāḍa.
  If she cannot tell the two apart, as a matter of obligatory precaution (ihtiyāt wājib) she
should consider the first 7 days as her menstrual period (ḥayḍ) and any extra days as istihāḍa.

TYPES OF ISTIHĀDA

QALĪLAH
little

MUTAWASSITA
medium

KATHĪRAH
excessive

The blood does not
penetrate the pad

The blood penetrates
the pad but does not
exceed it

The blood soaks the
pad completely

Ghusl not necessary

One daily ghusl
necessary

One ghusl for each
set of ṣalāh

Allowed to pray more than one ṣalāh with the same wuḍūʾ provided there has been no
bleeding between the prayers

GHUSL
Learning objectives
1. What is ghusl?
2. How do we perform
ghusl?
3. The ghusl of Jumuʿah
4. The ghusl of Janābah

What is ghusl?
Ghusl is a bath that is done is a special way and with a niyyah.
There are times when ghusl becomes wājib, and times when it is
mustaḥab.
EXAMPLES OF GHUSL
WĀJIB

MUSTAḤAB

Ghusl al-janābah

Ghusl al-Jumuʿah

Ghusl al-mayyit

Ghusl of Laylat al-Qadr

Ghusl for ḥayḍ

Ghusl on the day of Eid

Method of Performing Ghusl
1. We should make the niyyah e.g. "I am performing the ghusl al-Jumuʿah qurbatan ilallāh".
2. Wash our head and neck first.
3. Then pour water on right side of the body washing from the right shoulder downwards.
4. Then pour water on the left side of the body washing from the left shoulder downwards.

Performing ghusl step by step
niyyah

Wash head
and neck

Wash
right
side of
the body

Activity
In pairs,
list all the wājib and
mustaḥab ghusl that you
know of.

Wash
left
side of
the body

If there is any uncleanliness or najāsah on our body, we should
remove it and wash it off before starting ghusl. Also, if we have
oil in our hair, or nail polish on our finger or toe nails, or paint on
our body, we must remove it before starting ghusl.

Did you know?

Ghusl al-Jumuʿah (Friday)
Ghusl al-Jumuʿah (ghusl of Friday) is mustaḥab. Friday is a special
day for Muslims. It is the holiest day of the week in Islām. On Fridays, we pray a special ṣalāh instead of ṣalāt al-ẓuhr, which is
called Ṣalat al-Jumuʿah.
Ghusl al-jumuʿah can be performed at
any time from fajr to sunset, although it
is better to perform it before the
time of Ṣalat al-Jumuʿah.

Remember to
perform ghusl!

Once you perform ghusl al-Jumuʿah, it is not wājib to do wuḍūʾ
to pray ṣalāt al-jumuʿah unless your ghusl becomes bātil (for the
same reasons that wuḍūʾ breaks). However, it is recommended
(mustaḥab) to perform wuḍūʾ as a precaution.

According to Ayatullah Sistāni, the ghusl of Friday is so
highly recommended, that if
you miss it, you can still perform it on Saturday with a
niyyah of qaḍāʾ. If you know
that you will not be able to
perform it on Friday, you
can perform it in advance
on Thursday.

Do you remember the things that make wuḍūʾ bātil?

Ghusl al-Janābah

Key points

When semen comes out from the body of a man, voluntarily or
involuntarily, due to a halāl or harām act, the man is said to be a
junub (in the state of janābah). Janābah is a state of being ritually impure, because such impurity cannot be removed only by
cleaning or washing oneself or taking a regular bath. It can only
be removed by performing ghusl.

1) Ghusl is a bath that is done
is a special way and with a
niyyah.

Ghusl also becomes wājib on both men and women after sexual
intercourse.
The niyyah for ghusl al-janābah is as follows:
"I am performing ghusl al-janābah, wājib qurbatan ilallāh"
It is mustaḥab to urinate and perform istibrāʾ before performing
ghusl al-janābah.

Summary questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is ghusl?
Can you give one example of a wājib ghusl and one for a
mustaḥab ghusl?
How do we perform ghusl?
When is it wājib to perform ghusl al-janābah?

2) Some ghusl are wājib (e.g.
ghusl al-janābah), whereas
others are mustaḥab (e.g.
ghusl al-jumuʿah).
3) Anything that prevents water from reaching the skin
must be removed before
starting ghusl
4) Ghusl al-Jumuʿah should
be performed on Friday any
time before ṣalāt al-Jumuʿah.
5) When semen comes out
from the body of a man, he
becomes a junub (in the state
of janābah) and must perform ghusl al-janābah.

MUṬAHHIRĀT
Learning objectives
1. What are mutahhirāt?
2. How can we use water
to remove najāsah?

What are muṭahhirāt?
There are 10 things that can purify something that is mutanajjis
and make it ṭāhir again. These 10 things are called muṭahhirāt
(the cleansers) because of their ability to make najis things ṭāhir
again. The 10 muṭahhirāt are:

Water

The Sun

earth

Islam

The absence of a
Muslim

Physical
transformation
(Istiḥālah)

Chemical
transformation
(Inqilāb)

Translocation
(Intiqāl)

Association
(Tabīʿah)

Removal of najāsah from the
body (Istibrāʾ)

WATER

TYPES OF WATER
MUṬLAQ

Rain Water

Activity
List any 3 mutahhirāt and
explain how they make
najis things ṭāhir.

Well Water

MUḌĀF

Running Water

Still Water
Kurr or
More
(Kathīr)
e.g. lake,
pool

Less than
Kurr
(Qalīl)

How to purify a mutanajjis using water

Did you know?

For water to make a najis thing ṭāhir, 4 conditions must be fulfilled:
1.
The water must be muṭlaq (not muḍāf)
2.
The water itself must be ṭāhir (not najis)
3.
It must not become muḍāf when it comes into contact
with the najāsah (i.e. it must not change in taste, colour or
smell).
4.
The najāsah must come off the object and wash away.
Only pouring water on the najis object is not sufficient.

Kurr is an Islamic measurement. It is approximately
400 litres (or 100 gallons)
of water. Examples of kurr
water include large swimming pools, wells and lakes.

When water is little in quantity it is called ‘qalīl’ in Arabic. Such
water, if it is touched by anything najis, also becomes najis.
Water in a large quantity (more than kurr) is
called kathīr water. It doesn’t become najis as
long as the najāsah is not enough to change its
taste, colour or smell. (e.g. water in a lake).
Similarly, running water (like water from a tap)
is also able to clean a najāsah without
becoming najis itself.
If an object becomes najis, first remove the najāsah
completely. Then wash it 3 times with kurr or running water to make it ṭāhir. If you only have qalīl
water, fill the utensil with water and empty it out
completely 3 times. If an object becomes najis with
alcohol it should be washed 3 times. If it becomes
najis with urine it must be washed until the urine is removed
and then washed again once more.
If a rug or clothing becomes najis, remove the najāsah first then
wash it 3 times with kurr or running water. If you only have qalīl
water, wash it, then wring it and squeeze out all the water. Repeat this 3 times.

Summary questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are muṭahhirāt?
Define the terms muṭlaq and muḍāf.
Define the terms qalīl and kathīr.
What is kurr water?
What are the 4 conditions for water to make a najis thing
ṭāhir?

Key points
1. Muṭahhirāt are things
that make najis things
ṭāhir. There are 10
muṭahhirāt.
2. Water is the most common muṭahhirāt. It can be
divided into several types:
 Qalīl (less than kurr)
 Kathīr (more than kurr)
 Kurr (400 litres or more)
 Muṭlaq (pure water)
 Muḍāf (water mixed with
something
else
e.g.
muddy water)

MUṬAHHIRĀT
Learning objectives
What are the muṭahhirāt
apart from water?

Earth
For earth to make najis things ṭāhir:
 It must be ṭāhir and not najis
 It must be dry
 The najāsah should come off by walking on it.
If our feet or shoes become najis as a result of walking on the
ground, the earth can purify them as the najāsah rubs off through
walking. However, if the najāsah is not as a result of walking on the
ground, it cannot be purified by the earth.
The Sun
The sun purifies the earth, buildings, walls and
all such large immovable objects when they
become najis. First the najāsah on them has to
be removed and the area has to be made wet. Thereafter the direct
rays of the sun are sufficient to dry it and make it ṭāhir again.
Physical transformation (Istiḥālah)
Istiḥālah means that the najis thing becomes
something else. E.g. a piece of najis wood burns
and turns into ash. The ash is now ṭāhir due to
Istiḥālah. Similarly, if a dog dies and its body decomposes and changes to earth, the earth will be ṭāhir. However, if
the change is not into something completely different, it does not
become ṭāhir. E.g. If wheat becomes najis and it is used to make
bread, the bread is still najis because the wheat is just an ingredient
of the bread and not a complete transformation.
Chemical Transformation (Inqilāb)
Inqilāb is similar to Istiḥālah but the change is in
the property of the thing and not its physical appearance. Sometimes a thing does not change
physically (like wood to ash) but its properties or
chemical composition changes and it transforms to another thing.
This change can make it ṭāhir if the chemical transformation is
complete. E.g. when wine is left open for a while, it changes to
vinegar. The vinegar is ṭāhir.

Activity
Do you remember
the things which
are considered
najis al-ʿayn?
How many can you list?

Translocation (Intiqāl)
When something moves from one place to another and becomes part of it, it also becomes
ṭāhir. E.g. Human blood is najis, but if a mosquito bites a human and sucks blood, it
becomes part of its body and therefore ṭāhir (because the blood of a
mosquito is ṭāhir).

Islam
If a kāfir accepts Islam and recites the shahādatayn, he or she becomes a Muslim and is
also considered to be ṭāhir. However any
clothes worn before becoming a Muslim are
still najis and must be washed.
Association (Tabʿīyyah)
When a najis thing becomes ṭāhir, objects associated with it also become ṭāhir. For
example, when wine turns into vinegar, its container becomes ṭāhir as well. Similarly the hands used to wash a
najis object also become ṭāhir with the object during the washing. This is called tabʿīyyah.
Removal of Najāsah from the Body (Istibrāʾ)
The body of an animal whose meat is ḥalāl
and that is slaughtered according to Islamic
law is ṭāhir. If the body of a ḥalāl animal (e.g.
chicken) becomes najis due to eating a large quantity of najāsah,
it can be made tāhir again by feeding the animal tāhir food for a
while until its body can be said to be purged of the najāsah. The
removal of najāsah from the body is called Istibrāʾ. The animal’s
body is then said to be ṭāhir again. If it is a ḥalāl animal, its meat
will also be ṭāhir when it is slaughtered according to Islamic law.
Absence of a Muslim (Ghaybat al-Muslim)
If the body or clothing of a Muslim becomes
najis, and then he/she is not seen for some
time (at least for the duration of one ṣalāh),
and then seen again with the same clothes,
then we can assume that he/she must have cleansed himself/
herself, and therefore we can assume that his/her body, clothes,
etc, are now ṭāhir, and we do not need to ask him/her about it.

Summary questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What are the conditions for earth to make a najis thing
ṭāhir?
What is the difference between Islam and ghaybat alMuslim as forms of muṭahhirāt?
What is tabʿīyyah?
Is the blood of a mosquito considered najis or ṭāhir?
What is the difference between istiḥālah and inqilāb?

Did you know?
Shahādatayn means ‘two
shahādas’, which are:

أَ ْش َه ُد أَ ْن ََل اِ َله إََِّل اهلل

I bear witness there is no
god but Allāh
and

ِ َن مح َّم ًدا رسو ُل
اهلل
ْ ُ َ َ ُ َّ أَ ْش َه ُد أ

I bear witness that
Muḥammad is the Messenger of Allāh
Anyone who declares this is
considered a Muslim.

Key points
1) There are 10 different
forms of muṭahhirāt. These
are purifiers which make
najis things ṭāhir.
2) The earth can purify the
feet or shoes which have
become najis as a result of
walking on the ground.
3) When certain najis
things undergo a complete
transformation, they become ṭāhir.

SHAKKIYĀT AL-ṢALĀT
Learning objectives
1. What are the types of
doubts which can occur
in ṣalāh?
2. Which of these doubts
can we ignore?
3. Which doubts make the
ṣalāh bāṭil?

Doubts in ṣalah
Whenever you have a doubt in ṣalāh, it will be one of three possible types of doubts:
 A doubt which can be ignored
 A doubt which makes the ṣalāh bāṭil – you have to repeat the
ṣalāh
 A doubt which can be fixed and has a remedy
The following six doubts can be ignored:

1) Doubts in a mustaḥab
ṣalāh

3) Doubt after the ṣalāh is com-

5) Doubts of someone who is kathīr al-shakk
(a compulsive doubter)

2) Doubts in congregational ṣalāh. The person in
doubt should follow the one who is sure.

4) Doubt about a previous action of the ṣalāh

6) Doubts regarding a ṣalāh after its time
has passed

Some common doubts that make the ṣalāh bāṭil are:

1) Doubts about the number of
rakaʿāt performed in a wājib 2 or 3
rakaʿāt ṣalāh

2) Doubts about the number of rakaʿāt
performed in a wājib 4 rakaʿāt ṣalāh before
reaching the 2nd sajdah of the 2nd rakaʿāt

Key points
1) There are three types of
doubts that can occur in
ṣalāh. These are known as
shakkiyāt al-ṣalāh. They in3) Doubts about the number of rakaʿāt performed in clude doubts which can be
ignored, doubts which make
a 4 rakaʿāt ṣalāh such that one is completely
the ṣalāh bāṭil, and doubts
confused which rakaʿāt one has reached.
which can be corrected.

Summary questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the three types of doubts that can commonly
occur in ṣalāh?
What are the six doubts that can be ignored?
State three examples of doubts that make the ṣalāh
bāṭil.
What can we do to avoid doubts in ṣalāh?

2) We can avoid doubts in
ṣalāh by ensuring that we are
fully awake and alert when
praying, praying in a quiet
place away from distractions,
and concentrating fully in
prayer.

SHAKKIYĀT AL-ṢALĀT
Doubts in ṣalāh which can be corrected

Learning objec1. Which doubts have a
remedy in ṣalāh?
2. What do we do when we
get a doubt which has a
remedy?

A doubt can be corrected only if it occurs in:
 a wājib 4 rakaʿāt ṣalāh, and
 after the completion of the 2nd sajdah of the 2nd rakaʿāt.
The remedy is usually to pray ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ and/or perform
sajdat al-sahw.

Ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāt means ‘precautionary ṣalāh’. It is performed as a precaution, in case we have
missed a rakʿah. It can be performed sitting or standing. 2 rakaʿāt sitting is equivalent to 1 rakʿah
standing.
How is ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ performed?
Immediately after finishing the 4 rakaʿāt wājib ṣalāh and without turning away from the qiblah,
stand up and make your niyyah: “I pray ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ one (or two) rakʿah wājib qurbatan ilallāh”.
Perform the takbirat al-iḥrām and recite sūrat al-Fātiḥah. There is no second sūrah. Then perform
rukūʿ and the two sajdahs. If it is a 1 rakʿah ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāt, recite tashahhud and salām and the
ṣalāh is complete. If it is a 2 rakaʿāt ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāt, the 2nd rakʿah should be performed like the
first (with no second sūrah and no qunūt) and then complete with tashahhud and salām.
How and when is sajdat al-sahw performed?
There are six reasons for which sajdat al-sahw may be required:
1. If you talk by mistake in ṣalāh.
2. If you forget to recite tashahhud (e.g. in the 2nd rakʿah).
3. If you recite salām in the wrong place by mistake.
4. When you miss a sajdah by mistake.
5. You add or leave out by mistake anything that is not rukn (e.g. if you sit down before
performing rukuʿ or stand before reciting tashahhud and then sit down again).
6. In a 4 rakaʿāt ṣalāh, you doubt after the 2nd sajdah of 2nd rakʿah whether it's your 4th or 5th
rakʿah. You should assume it's your 4th, complete the ṣalāh and perform sajdat al-sahw.
Immediately after the ṣalāh, make niyyah of performing sajdat al-sahw:
I am performing sajdat al-sahw for _______ wājib qurbatan Ilallāh.
Then go into sajdah and recite:

ِ ُك اَي َها النَبِّي و ر ْحمة
ِ ِ ِ
ِ
ُاهلل َو بَ َرَكاتُه
ُ الس
ُ َ الم َعلَْي
َ َ َ
َ ب ْس ِم اهلل َو باهلل

In the name of Allāh, and through Allāh. May Allāh bless Muḥammad and his family.
Sit up, then go into sajdah and recite the same as the 1st sajdah. Then sit up and recite tashahhud
and the last phrase of the salām only:

ِ ُلس َالم علَْي ُكم و ر ْحمة
ُاهلل َو بَ َرَكاتُه
ُ َّ َا
َ َ َْ

Doubts in ṣalāh which have a remedy:
Doubt
Whether
rakʿah is:

During
qiyām

During
rukūʿ

After
rukūʿ

During
sajdah

After 2
sajdahs of
2nd rakʿah

Remedy

1

2nd or 3rd

The ṣalāh is bāṭil

The ṣalāh
is valid

2

2nd or 4th

The ṣalāh is bāṭil

The ṣalāh
is valid

Assume it is 3rd rakʿah.
Finish 4th rakʿah as usual.
Remedy: 1 rakʿah ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāt standing.
Assume it is 4th rakʿah. Finish ṣalāh as usual.
Remedy: 2 rakaʿāt ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ standing.

3

2nd, 3rd
or 4th

The ṣalāh is bāṭil

The ṣalāh
is valid

Assume it is 4th rakʿah. Finish ṣalāh as usual.
Remedy: 2 rakaʿāt ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ standing and an-

4

3rd or 4th

5

6

7

8

th

4 or 5

th

3rd or 5th

Assume it is 4th rakʿah. Finish ṣalāh as usual.
Remedy: 1 rakʿah ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ standing.

The ṣalāh is valid

The
ṣalāh
is
valid

The
ṣalāh
is
valid

3rd, 4th
or 5th

The
ṣalāh
is
valid

5th or 6th

The
ṣalāh
is
valid

The ṣalāh is bāṭil

The ṣalāh is bāṭil

The ṣalāh
is valid

If it is during qiyām: Sit down immediately, recite tashahhud & salām, complete the ṣalāh.
Remedy: 1 rakʿah ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ standing.
Mustaḥab to also perform 2 sajdat al-sahw for extra
qiyām. If it is after the 2 sajdahs: Assume it is 4th
rakʿah. Finish ṣalāh as usual.
Sit down immediately, recite tashahhud & salām,
complete the ṣalāh.
Remedy: 2 rakʿah ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ standing.
It is iḥtiyāṭ mustaḥab to also perform 2
sajdat al-sahw for extra qiyām.

The ṣalāh is bāṭil

Sit down immediately, recite tashahhud & salām,
complete the ṣalāh.
Remedy: 2 rakʿah ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ standing and another 2 rakʿah ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ sitting.
It is iḥṭiyāt mustaḥab to also perform 2

The ṣalāh is bāṭil

Sit down immediately, recite tashahhud & salām,
complete the ṣalāh.
Remedy: 2 sajdat al-sahw.
It is iḥtiyāṭ mustaḥab to also perform

Summary questions
1.
2.
3.

What are the two main conditions for doubts which can
be corrected?
How are ṣalāt al-iḥtiyāṭ and sajdat al-sahw performed?
A person gets a doubt in the 2nd rakʿah of ṣalāt al-ẓuhr.
She doubts whether she is praying her 2nd or 3rd rakʿah.
What should she do?

Key points
1) Some doubts have a remedy.
2) Only doubts which occur after the completion of the 2nd sajdah of the 2nd rakaʿāt
in a 4 rakaʿāt ṣalāh can be corrected.

